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touriSm auStralia
SustainabilityStorytellerS
Braydon SaunderS

Visitor Ranger | Budj Bim Cultural Landscape

The Budj Bim aquaculture system in
south-western Victoria is older than the
Pyramids: it’s a globally significant site
that is evidence of 38 000 years
of unbroken connection to Country for
the Indigenous Gunditjmara people.
Braydon Saunders is a young
Gunditjmara man and, as the Budj
Bim Visitor Ranger, he carries the
responsibility of communicating nearly
40 000 years of cultural history to
visitors during on-Country tours lasting
between one and four hours.
“I stand on the shoulders of my Elders
to tell their story, from Creation to
farming here at Budj Bim, to the
genocide that followed European
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settlement, the stolen generations
and now, to self-determination,”
he says with pride.
“We tell the big story of how we’ve
sustained life here for thousands
of years: it’s a story of resilience,
adaptation, sustainability – and
standing up for what’s right. Sometimes
it brings people to tears, listening to it,
but it’s the best opportunity we have
to tell our truth.”
Budj Bim Cultural Landscape was
inscribed on the UNESCO World
Heritage List in 2019, the only site
in Australia to be listed purely
for its cultural significance. In a
ground-breaking partnership,

“We tell the Big
Story of hoW We’ve
SuStained life here
for thouSandS of
yearS: it’S a Story of
reSilience, adaptation,
SuStainaBility
– and Standing up
for What’S right.
SometimeS it BringS
people to tearS,”

“I Try TO ENCOurAgE
viSiTOrS TO gO bACk
AND LEArN AbOuT ThE
TrADiTiONAL OwNErS
Of ThE LAND whErE
ThEy LivE. STArT yOur
OffiCE mEETiNg wiTh
AN ACkNOwLEDgEmENT
Of ThE TrADiTiONAL
OwNErS Of ThE LAND
yOu’rE STANDiNg ON.
hAviNg ThAT AwArENESS
AND rESpECT iS gOOD
fOr yOurSELf, ThE LAND
AND fOr ThE INDigENOuS
pEOpLE Of yOur ArEA.”

it is jointly managed by the Gunditj
Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal
Corporation and Parks Victoria.
The 5 470ha area shows evidence of
large, settled communities including
circular stone dwellings dating back
around 6 000 years – dispelling the
long-held assumption that Aboriginal
people were primarily nomadic. The
Gunditjmara people engineered
an extensive, complex, freshwater
aquaculture system of channels,
ponds and weirs, manipulating the
natural landscape created by the
ancient Budj Bim volcano lava flow.
“We sustainably managed fish and
eels and harvested them at choke
points using woven baskets. We were
Australia’s first farmers.”
The collaborative Master Plan for Budj
Bim is a vision for the conservation
and sustainable use of the Budj Bim
Cultural Landscape. It focuses on
rehabilitating the land (including
developing a Living Seed Bank and
planting over 30,000 indigenous
trees) and developing sustainable
tourism that will build investment

and employment opportunities for the
Gunditjmara community. Works are
nearing completion on a visitor centre,
boardwalks, signage and other
tourism infrastructure.
“Visiting Budj Bim is a chance to
experience a living Indigenous culture
and to see the landscape through
Gunditjmara eyes – it’s a journey
through time”
“School groups come and their teachers
are like, ‘we never got to hear this’ and
they see how important it is for the
younger generation to learn about our
cultural heritage. We have so much to
learn from our Elders about sustainably
managing country – we’ve been doing it
for nearly 40 000 years!”
The sustainable development plan
for Budj Bim also encompasses
economic self-determination within the
Gunditjmara community.
“Many of our people have left to find
work in the city but I want to be one
who stays and makes a living here
on Country. We need Budj Bim to be
economically sustainable so our people
can live and work here and we can
maintain this environment and our
continuous cultural heritage.”
“I feel a strong sense of cultural pride
and I’m excited about where we’re
headed. I just want to show off how
deadly this country is; grab the bull by
the horns and ride this amazing
tourism opportunity.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Braydon Saunders
Budj Bim Visitors Ranger
Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners
Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC
+61 3 5527 1427
+61 478 056 954
braydon@gunditjmirring.com
gunditjmirring.com
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tourism australia
Sustainabilitystorytellers
Cassandra sasso
Co-Founder and CEO | Wander

Wander’s mission is to turn the
traditional concept of regional hotel
accommodation on its head – and
to transform travellers’ attitudes to
sustainability in the process.
“Instead of 100 rooms in one location,
we wanted to create one beautiful room
in 100 locations” says Wander CEO,
Cassandra Sasso.
Wander partners with like-minded
landowners – both private and public
– in naturally spectacular regional
locations to situate one- and twobedroom, eco-friendly Wanderpods,
which are designed to encourage guests
to connect with country, self and
the local community.
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With backgrounds in architecture,
hospitality and interior design, Cass
and co-founder, Cameron Crispin saw
a need for quality accommodation in
regional Australia, where there was an
un-met demand from high-yield visitors.
The first Wanderpods are located
in secluded bushland, overlooking
a lake on a private property in
Queensland’s Scenic Rim, 1.5 hours
from Brisbane, with Wander’s second
site opening on Kangaroo Island, SA
early in 2022. These two locations
are the first in creating a national
network of Wanderpod accommodation.
Each totally off-grid Wanderpod harvests
solar energy and water and is designed

"Beyond just a
weekend away,
we hope to inspire
guests to think
differently and live
more sustainaBly."

"RECENT TimES hAvE
highLighTED ThE NEED
fOR ALL Of uS TO SAy
‘NO’ TO OLD AND bROkEN
wAyS Of DOiNg ThiNgS.
wE hOpE TO iNSpiRE OuR
wANDER COmmuNiTy
– guESTS, SuppLiERS,
OuR STAff AND LOCALS
– TO mAkE LASTiNg
ChANgES. wE hAvE
ThE ChOiCE TO
LivE DiffERENTLy."
for low energy climate control, even in
extreme temperatures. The robust cabins
are pre-fabricated and suspended on
piers to minimise ground disturbance and
waste. They’re flat-packed and shipped to
site, where local builders are contracted
for their construction.
“We take all the best features of
luxury hotels and demonstrate that
you can create that luxury experience
sustainably. In that context of comfort
and connection with nature, we provide
guests with the space for a mindset
change. Beyond just a weekend away, we
hope to inspire guests to think differently
and live more sustainably.”

Key to Wander’s ethos is supporting
regional economic renewal and capacity
building. Each property will feature a
minimum of five Wanderpods, which
makes it viable for local businesses to
engage with the company.
“Some guests simply come to relax and
re-connect with nature, but we also
invite them into the story of the local
community. We co-design experiences
and products with like-minded business
owners, like the Scenic Rim Farm Box
which collects produce from 60 local
farmers, which we can deliver to our
guests. Up to 30 per cent of Wander’s
revenue directly benefits regional
communities. We believe this is a critical
component to our operations as we
create a positive impact on the people
and places where we operate.”

Wander offers landowners an opportunity
to diversify their revenue, and creates
incentive to leave existing country
untouched or to return a portion of
the land to wilderness. In consultation
with local First Nations people and in
partnership with conservation NGO
Bush Heritage, Wander will undertake
conservation and regeneration initiatives
– including significant participation in
the Scenic Rim’s Million Trees Project.
“We believe there is a strong and lasting
demand for this type of concept. Our first
allocation of room-nights sold out in 10
hours: that showed us that people like
what we stand for.
“Recent times have highlighted the
need for all of us to say ‘no’ to old and
broken ways of doing things. We hope to
inspire our Wander community – guests,
suppliers, our staff and locals – to make
lasting changes. We have the choice
to live differently.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Cassandra Sasso
Chief Executive Officer
Wander
+61 439 903 187
cass@wander.com.au
wander.com.au
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SustainabilityStorytellerS
Cathy Gatley

Ranger in Charge | Mon Repos Conservation Park and Turtle Centre

Mon Repos – near Bundaberg on the
Queensland coast – is the primary
nesting beach in the entire South
Pacific Region for endangered
Loggerhead turtles.
Each year between October and February,
around 400 female turtles heave their
huge bodies up the beach to lay around
130 eggs. Each one lays up to four
clutches a season. Come January, baby
turtles begin erupting from their sandy
nests and scramble helter-skelter for
the ocean. By the end of March, up to
200,000 hatchlings have crossed
the beach.
After 25 years in the job, Queensland
National Parks and Wildlife Service
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Ranger in Charge, Cathy Gatley still
gets excited.
“It’s awesome to see these magnificent
ancient mariners negotiating the dark
beach and digging their nest, purely
by feel, and then, months later, seeing
the sand pulsing and bubbling as the
hatchlings push their way out and enter
the ocean for the first time,” she says.
Each season, around 30,000 visitors
come to see the turtles, joining QPWS
Ranger-guided night tours where they
can see and participate in hands-on
conservation work.
“It’s a totally wild experience – it only
happens in season and there are no

"We eduCate and
involve people in
Citizen SCienCe SuCh
aS ColleCtinG data,
reportinG inCidental
turtle SiGhtinGS
and learninG hoW to
reCord taG numberS.
It helpS reSearCherS
brinG the puzzle
pieCeS toGether."

"Mon Repos is,
fiRst and foReMost,
about conseRvation.
but touRs aRe an
iMpoRtant tool
in pRotecting
tuRtles – if people
know and caRe about
theM, they’Re faR
MoRe likely to
act in ways that
pRotect theM."

turtles in captivity. Dr Col Limpus – who
started recording data here in the 1960s
and is recognised world-wide as a leading
turtle researcher – is still regularly on site
to talk to visitors. Rangers, researchers
and volunteers share their passion,
personal experiences and knowledge
– there are no intermediary guides.”
Tourist dollars provide much-needed
funds for the important conservation
work and, as the hero attraction in
the region, the Turtle Centre brings
much-needed revenue to the small
rural town.
“It’s been so rewarding to see the
successes we’ve been able to achieve
in protecting turtles, from introducing
turtle exclusion devices in local fisheries
to a fox control program that has seen
egg predation plummet from catastrophic
levels to zero losses for the past
five years.”
A new Turtle Centre, with state-of-theart interpretive displays, an immersive
theatre, café and educational activities
now attracts visitors year-round.
“We embed our conservation message
in every aspect of the visitor experience,
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from the displays to the souvenirs
on sale. It’s especially effective
in the evening, when we have
a captive audience waiting for
the turtles to arrive!”
“We educate and involve people in
citizen science such as collecting data,
reporting incidental turtle sightings
and learning how to record tag
numbers. It helps researchers bring
the puzzle pieces together.”
“Volunteers also play a vital role - some
have been here over 20 years and have a
huge amount of knowledge, which filters
out to their families and community.”
Children in the Junior Rangers program
get involved in on-going conservation
activities, learn skills and answer
questions from their peers during
tours. Many stay for years: the program
has proven to be a successful career
launchpad for several local teenagers.
“We also run education programs for
schools where we focus on things that
are easy for people to change. Our Cut
the Glow to Help Turtles Go campaign
is about turning off lights to keep the
beach dark so turtle hatchlings aren’t

disorientated in their dash to the sea.
Kids grab that message and run with it
– and keep their parents in line!”
“Mon Repos is, first and foremost, about
conservation. But tours are an important
tool in protecting turtles – if people know
and care about them, they’re far more
likely to act in ways that protect them.”

contact detaIls:
Cathy Gatley
Ranger in Charge
Mon Repos Conservation Park
cathy.gatley@des.qld.gov.au
parks.des.qld.gov.au

tourism australia
Sustainabilitystorytellers
dr Christopher warren
Crystal Creek Meadows and My Green Butler

When Dr Christopher Warren hit the
‘green ceiling’, trying to reduce the
environmental footprint of Crystal
Creek Meadows, the boutique cottage
accommodation he operated with his
wife, Sophie in Kangaroo Valley, NSW,
he realised he needed to enlist the
help of his guests.

Christopher developed My Green Butler
– the world’s first sustainability
technology to persuade guests, staff and
managers to reduce carbon emissions
and waste. The integrated smart system
monitors the weather and provides
eco-friendly ways to warm or cool the
cottages for a more comfortable stay.

“Behind the scenes, we’d done everything
we could to reduce our environmental
impact. Asking guests to actively reduce
their consumption seems contradictory
to the concept of ‘luxury’, but it’s
absolutely possible to deliver a better
visitor experience through improving the
sustainability of the experience,”
explains Chris.

“By efficiently regulating room
temperature and airflow to suit
individual guests’ preferences, they
enjoy a better night’s sleep: that’s
the essential ingredient in any
accommodation business.”
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My Green Butler monitors energy and
water usage and calculates guests’

"asking guests to
aCtively reduCe their
Consumption seems
ContradiCtory to the
ConCept of ‘luxury’, but
it’s absolutely possible
to deliver a better
visitor experienCe
through improving
the sustainability of
the experienCe,"

"Many australian
tourisM operators
are not yet confident
to involve guests in
their operational
environMental
ManageMent but,
internationally,
sustainability is at
the cutting edge of
the tourisM industry
and, increasingly,
international visitors
expect operators to
be visibly accountable
for their eMissions
and waste."
carbon footprint in real time. Guests get
feedback and monitor their progress on
their phone, on paper and the in-room tv.

calculated and donated to local
environmental causes, with guests
able to supplement donations.”

“My Green Butler also curates itineraries
tailored to the weather, suggesting local
sustainable providores and drawing out
remarkable and different experiences
characteristic of the area, eschewing ‘fast
food’ tourism for uncovering hidden gems
that sometimes even locals
don’t appreciate.”

Christopher is a passionate advocate
for tourism as an important economic
resource for rural communities and
a force for good, regenerating both
communities and nature. He has held
office with various Australian tourism
bodies and sits on the Steering
Committee of the UNEP One Planet
initiative, which is developing global
strategies to reduce food waste in
hospitality by 50 per cent by 2030.

“Critically, the technology is designed
to make guests happier, which leads to
better reviews, increased demand
and revenue.”
“It’s a win on all levels: our business’s
carbon footprint is dramatically reduced
from 10.68 kg per guest per night to 4.35
kg; our operating costs are down, which
enables us to offer a more generous
experience in terms of quality and
inclusions. Guests have a more enjoyable
stay and take away knowledge they
can apply in their lives back home. And
finally, the fiscal savings from reducing
energy and water consumption are
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“The hospitality industry is a major
contributor to global carbon emissions
and operators generally have little control
over waste minimisation or energy
consumption – which are huge costs.
Hotels use 300 per cent more energy
than an equivalent office building. So it’s
imperative we get guests involved
and on board.”
My Green Butler has been successfully
introduced into several pilot sites around
the world, including Disneyland, Paris

and is now available globally for use by
tourism operators who want to reduce
their carbon footprint and provide
a better guest experience.
“I get quite emotional when I think
about how guests – people I don’t know
personally – have chosen to help me
reduce our environmental impact. Time
and again, we’ve seen that guests
and staff will do their best if they
have the knowledge to help them.
And our guests’ reviews speak to their
delight in doing it.”

contact detaIls:
Dr Christopher Warren
Founder & Chief Executive Officer
My Green Butler
+61 439 801 349
christopher@mygreenbutler.com
mygreenbutler.com.au

tourism australia
Sustainabilitystorytellers
craig johnstone

Cask Manager and Blender | Lark Distilling Co

Lark whiskies are not just made in
Tasmania, they are made of Tasmania:
they’re hand-crafted using locallysourced barley; sphagnum peat mined
from Lark’s own bogs in the Tasmanian
highlands, and some of the cleanest
water on the planet.
“Our whiskies are born of the pristine
Tasmanian landscape and climate
- we see it as our duty to protect the
environment that supports us,” says
Craig Johnstone, Cask Manager and
Blender at Lark Distilling Co.
In 2021, Lark became the first certified
carbon-neutral distillery in Australia
– and one of the first in the world - under
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the Australian Government’s Climate
Active Program.
In the comprehensive audit undertaken
as part of the accreditation process, Craig
and his team examined the business
holistically to find marginal, cumulative
gains - from transport to packaging;
bottle design to energy and food
waste – and tackled each issue with the
company’s signature innovative attitude.
“We’ve already implemented a range
of initiatives to reduce our emissions,
such as utilising hot waste as a heat
exchanger, which has reduced our energy
requirements by 25 per cent. We’ve
designed and engineered a recyclable lid

"you can’t be what
you can’t see. now we
can see, so we have no
excuses. It’s the line
in the sand: we are
accountable and it
forces us to consider
sustainability in
every decision."

"EnvironmEntal
sustainability was
a company valuE from
thE bEginning and thE
company continuEs
to bE vEry much about
‘community’. our
sustainablE practicEs
havE lEnt substancE
and lEgitimacy to
our brand, and thE
businEss is now a
platform to hElp
thE many othEr
businEssEs who
want to know
how to opEratE
morE sustainably."

for our gin bottles and reduced
bottle weights, which flows on to
savings in transport. We’ve also
purchased 1 500 tonnes of carbon
credits to offset emissions that can’t
be completely cancelled.”
Founder, Bill Lark pioneered whisky
making in Australia, launching Lark
Distilling in 1992. Established Scottish
Distilleries Co ie Lark Distilling Co rallied
to support him in his fledgling business
- a debt Lark paid forward, sharing
knowledge born of experience with other
start-up distilleries around Australia.
Environmental sustainability was a
company value from the beginning
and the company continues to be very
much about ‘community’.
“Our sustainable practices have lent
substance and legitimacy to our brand,
and the business is now a platform
to help the many other businesses
who want to know how to operate
more sustainably.
“For example, we share expertise with
biodynamic and organic wineries where
we source our barrels, as well as with
our coopers, transport partners and
other Tasmanian distillers. Our carbon
neutral status is a springboard to
conversations we wouldn’t have
dreamed of five years ago.”
Craig welcomes the spotlight that
accreditation has shone on Lark.
“You can’t be what you can’t see. Now we
can see, so we have no excuses. We are
accountable and it forces us to consider
sustainability in every decision. We have
to be transparent – but that gives us
credibility to talk to new audiences.”
At Lark’s Cellar Door and whisky bar
in Hobart, local craft beers and wines
feature alongside Larks’ own whiskies,
gins, rums and brandies.
“People come from near and far to
experience Lark spirits – and they
are a captive audience for our
bartenders and staff, who share
Lark’s sustainability story. That
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face-to-face authenticity and
genuine sustainability ethos really
resonates with the new generation
of whisky drinkers.
“Carbon neutrality is our anchor point:
everyone in the business can - and wants
to - get behind it and contribute. It makes
it a very attractive place to work.”
Lark was recently recognised as one of
the world’s top four whiskies – competing
against the giants of the industry – and
sales are doubling year on year.
“2022 marks our 30th anniversary.
We are proud that we are the most
environmentally sustainable distillery
in Australia and we look forward to the
next 30 years with sustainability at the
top of our agenda.”

contact dEtaIls:
Craig Johnstone
Whiskey Blender & Wood Manager
Lark Distilling Co
craig@larkdistilling.com
larkdistilling.com.au

tourism australia
Sustainabilitystorytellers
Daniels langeberg
Founder and CEO | EcoCaddy

Daniels Langeberg founded EcoCaddy in
2015 as the world’s first pedal-powered
taxi service that passengers could hail
using an app. His vision was to provide
an affordable, zero-emission, cross-city
transport service that helped move his
home town of Adelaide towards a more
sustainable future.
“Our distinctive solar-powered,
electric-assisted pedicabs are
constructed of hand-pressed bamboo:
they’re like pieces of furniture rolling
down the street. They have no smelly
exhaust, they’re silent and efficient, since
they can use bike lanes,” he explains.
More recently, Daniels drew on his urban
planning and design background to
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develop a range of guided tours
around Adelaide.
“We show visitors versions of the city
they’d never normally see or, in the case
of locals, the ‘blind spots’ they never
knew existed. The stories we tell add
a layer of depth and complexity
to the experience.”
Crucially, EcoCaddy riders are trained
to gauge passengers’ interests at the
beginning of the ride and to tailor their
stories to make them relevant to the
customer, fresh and authentic.
“Because we’re on the road every day, we
have our finger on the pulse of the city in
terms of bars, restaurants, events – and

"We coulD have
monetiseD this
intellectual property,
but that’s not What
We stanD for: We Want
to improve people’s
lives, anD one Way is to
get them out on bikes."

"RiDERS hAvE ACCESS
TO AffORDAbLE yOgA
CLASSES AND wE TAkE
‘wELL-bEiNg’ pOLLS
AfTER EACh ShifT. fROm
A CARbON EmiSSiONS
pERSpECTivE, EvERy
kiLOmETRE TRAvELLED
iS TRACkED AND
DAShbOARDS ShOw
hOw muCh C02
EmiSSiONS ARE SAvED,
whiCh givES STAff AND
pASSENgERS A SENSE Of
ACCOmpLiShmENT."

we’re feeding that news in real time to
the passengers in the back seat.
“We aim to provide a fun and friendly
service that seamlessly connects visitors
to all that the city has to offer, so that
when they come to Adelaide, they have
a consistently good time, every time.
We try to boost Adelaide’s reputation
because that benefits everyone: it’s
better to build the pie than fight
over the crumbs.”
Daniels believes minimising
environmental impact should be the
baseline for all businesses.
“We look beyond carbon neutral and ask,
‘where can we add value?’
“The answer is in the ‘soft components’ –
our staff and how we weave our story in
a way that gets passengers thinking and
changing their behaviour.”
Over the years, the EcoCaddy team
amassed a huge body of knowledge about
the city. Daniels sought ways of sharing
it – for free – as a way to give back
to the community.

EcoCaddy hosts free weekly Night Rides
for anyone on un-motorised wheels, and
offers a range of self-guided bike rides
around Adelaide. Interactive route maps,
recommended stops and background
information are available for free on the
EcoCaddy website and on a speciallydeveloped free app.
“We could have monetised this
intellectual property, but that’s not what
we stand for: we want to improve people’s
lives, and one way is to get them out on
bikes. It doesn’t directly make us money,
but our website visitation has increased
and the goodwill factor is huge!”
Well-being and making a positive social
impact are fundamental to the
business model.
“If our team is healthy and fulfilled,
that’s better for them and for the
business: their positivity flows like
osmosis to customers.
“We’re the weirdest-looking vehicles on
the street: pedestrians smile at us and
we return a ring on the bell. We’re known
around town for our ‘ding ding’ – it’s a
part of the city’s soundscape – we want it
to become embedded in the urban fabric
as it shows that Adelaide is a
friendly place.”
“The future of tourism boils down to how
good a storyteller you are and how you
connect to guests: there’s tremendous
power in those connections. This is the
space where we want to play and grow.
“I believe companies that give back more
than they take will do extremely well in
the future - because more customers are
demanding this now.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Daniels Langeberg
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
EcoCaddy
tours@eco-caddy.com
ecocaddy.com.au/tours
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DaviD Kerr

CEO | Dolphin Discovery Centre, Bunburry

The success of the profit-for-purpose
Dolphin Discovery Centre in Bunbury,
WA, came down to establishing a critical
mass of resources, according to CEO,
David Kerr, OAM.
When David came on board a decade
ago, the DDC was struggling to survive.
It thrived with summer visitation, but
almost went broke in winter.
“The Centre’s tourism offering was
designed to underwrite its conservation
programs. But we needed additional
income streams, people, and market
presence to be operationally
sustainable,” he explains.
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“We secured a multi-million-dollar
grant to replace the existing facility
with a much larger, state-of-the-art,
environmentally-sustainable Centre,
encompassing restaurant and
conference facilities, immersive
interpretive displays and up-dated
tours, which opened in 2019.
“Our conservation message is
embodied in the building itself,
which incorporates Indigenous
storytelling via screens on the outside
of the building; water and power
efficiencies; a kitchen garden and
worm farm.”

"our viSion iS to
be a moDel for
the SuStainable
co-exiStence of
environmental
conServation,
urban anD
commercial
capabilitieS."

"It’s a totally wild
experience, on the
dolphins’ terms …
on the swim tours,
we tell guests to
get in the water
and make themselves
look interesting.
the dolphins are
naturally curious
and almost
always interact
with swimmers."

Bunbury’s Koombana Bay has a resident
population of around 50 dolphins, with
another 100 regular visitors. The DDC
operates a variety of interactive dolphin
experiences, beginning with the dolphin
beach interaction zone that’s free
for visitors.

“Having sufficient resources enables us
to plan strategically and undertake the
bigger conservation programs that we
know are necessary. Increased marketing
resources give us consistent visibility in
the marketplace, which attracts visitors
year-round.”

“Only six dolphins are on our licensed
provisioning program and some only visit
a handful of times each year. They never
receive more than 350g of food daily
– they normally eat an average 10kg a
day – and there is no schedule: feeding
only happens if a dolphin enters our
licenced area as part of its normal
foraging. It’s a totally wild experience,
on the dolphins’ terms.”

“We’re now able to support other
conservation organisations and aim to be
a catalyst, bringing together a network of
environment-focused groups.”

More regularly, the Centre offers dolphin
watching and swimming tours, where
visitors are guaranteed to see dolphins
– usually within minutes. Again, the tours
are conducted on the dolphins’ terms.
“On the swim tours, when appropriate,
we tell guests to get in the water and
make themselves look interesting. The
dolphins are naturally curious and almost
always interact with swimmers.”
The tourism operation itself carries a
strong conservation message, and funds
the Centre’s conservation, education
and research programs, which are run
in conjunction with a variety of
research institutions.
Volunteers are a critical part of the
organisation, with over 100 local and 100
international volunteers participating in
the structured program annually.
“We are the go-to people for anything
marine-related in the region – from
school excursions to animal rescues.
We undertake community conservation
initiatives such as Stormchasers, which
combines cleaning up 40km of beach,
collating baseline data and rescuing
stranded turtles.”
“We also established the Bunbury
Dolphin Discovery Environment Fund,
which attracts philanthropic donations.
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Bunbury is primarily a commercial port,
but the new Centre was the springboard
for the development of the Bunbury
foreshore tourism precinct.
“The Centre is the entry statement to the
city, the first thing people see when they
come into town. We’re now the major
tourism attraction in the region.”
“Our vision is to be a model for
the sustainable co-existence of
environmental conservation, urban
and commercial capabilities.”

contact detaIls:
David Kerr
Chief Executive Officer
Bunburry Dolphin Discovery Inc.
+61 418 666 089
ceo@dolphindiscovery.com.au
dolphindiscovery.com.au
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Frances pollock

Co-Owner | Wooleen Station, Western Australia

Contrary to conventional farming
‘wisdom’ which saw dingoes as pests,
Frances and David Pollock see them
as an important management tool on
Wooleen Station, their quarter-millionacre (135,000 hectare) property in the
Murchison Ranges of Western Australia,
650 kilometres north of Perth.
They’ve encouraged dingoes to
re-establish territories on the property.
The dingoes - Australia’s only native apex
predator - have completely eliminated
feral goats, which compete with cattle
for grass. Fewer herbivores has led to an
increase in groundcover and, in turn, a
return of small mammals that play critical
roles in soil health and seed propagation.
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“Without the dingoes maintaining the
balance, running beef cattle in this tough
country isn’t viable,” explains Frances.
It’s controversial regeneration ideas like
this that get bandied about among guests
around the dinner table at Wooleen.
“It gets quite heated at times, but we
don’t shy away from the hard topics,”
laughs Frances.
“The more connected I become to this
land and deepen my knowledge, the more
I want others to. We’re at the visual and
visceral edge of climate change here:
we’re witnessing the chain of extinctions
in real time. Our nightly ‘dinner party’

"seeing how the land
can heal itselF so
miraculously when
it is given a chance,
gives us hope."

"The more connecTed
I become To This
land and deepen my
knowledge, The more
I wanT oThers To, Too.
we’re aT The visual
and visceral edge of
climaTe change here:
we’re wiTnessing The
chain of exTincTions in
real Time."

and the small conversations we have
with guests throughout the day form a
brilliant platform to engage with people
who want to expand their knowledge and
consider different perspectives.”
When David and Frances took over the
Wooleen pastoral lease from David’s
parents in 2007, they saw their role as
custodians of the property for the people
of Australia. They wanted to prove that
sustainable food production, healthy
cattle and a healthy environment could
exist in balance.
Wooleen’s tourism operation sits on
top of the core pastoral business.
The National Trust-listed homestead
accommodates a maximum of 10
guests, who share the house and meals
– including a long-table dinner - with
Frances and David. There are also
self-catering cottages and campgrounds.
Self-guided walks and guided tours
explain sustainable farm practices and
interpret the environment from both
European and Indigenous perspectives.
The reliable income from tourism
provides security for David and Frances
to think outside the box and to trial
sustainable farming practices such as
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completely de-stocking cattle for four
years to allow the land to recover.
“These days, we base our station
activities – such as stock levels - on
forward bookings. We’ll run cattle if the
land can sustain it, otherwise we have
tourism as a safety net that enables us to
manage the land sustainably.”
“We want guests to experience being ‘on
country’ – this vast, endless, spiritual
landscape - and to leave knowing a bit
more about the Rangelands, Indigenous
culture and land management, and
thinking more critically about
food production.”
“There’s definitely a growing demand
for what we’re doing. We have over
10,000 subscribers to our newsletter
and many more engage with us on
social media. Ninety per cent of guests
know something about our goals before
arriving…but there are still plenty of
‘aha’ moments! I truly believe we’re
having an impact.”
Considering how degraded the land
was when they started, they’ve
made enormous progress.

“It’s a slow process – it takes time,
patience and tenacity - but once it starts,
the recovery is exponential. We started
re-seeding Kangaroo Grass – which was
extinct in a 100 km radius - seven years
ago, but it’s only recently started gaining
traction. Seeing how the land can heal
itself so miraculously when it is given
a chance, gives us hope.”

conTacT deTaIls:
Frances Pollock
Managing Director
Wooleen Station
+61 8 9963 7973
frances@wooleen.com.au
wooleen.com.au
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Jamie Van Jones

Co-Founder | Salt and Bush Eco Tours

Most Perth residents have probably
never heard of a Brush-tailed Phascogale,
much less seen one of the tiny, elusive,
vulnerable mammals. They live right
on Perth’s doorstep and, when a
nine-year-old boy saw two in one night
on a Salt and Bush nocturnal tour, it
changed his perspective on Australian
animals: instead of choosing African lions
for his school project, he focused
on Phascogales.
“Australians are often far more familiar
with foreign fauna than our own, so
it’s a huge reward for us to see people
awestruck by our own incredible wildlife
– particularly when it’s ten minutes
from home! Our goal is to get people out
in nature, fuel their curiosity and their
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desire to protect this very special region,”
says Jamie Van Jones, Co-founder of
Salt and Bush Eco Tours.
Salt and Bush operates a range of
custom-designed, guided nature tours
in the Peel region of the Swan Coastal
Plain, just outside Mandurah (Western
Australia’s second-largest city) and 90
minutes from Perth’s CBD.
The Southwest of WA is recognised as
one of 36 global Biodiversity Hotspots
but, as Jamie says, most people just drive
straight by the Peel Region, despite it
having RAMSAR wetlands and National
Parks. Without recognition and support,
the area is at risk from encroaching
urban sprawl.

"australians are
often far more
familiar with foreign
fauna than our own,
so it’s a huge reward
for us to see people
awestruck by our own
incredible wildlife
– particularly when
it’s ten minutes
from home!"

"TOuriSm iS A fANTASTiC
vEhiCLE fOr puTTiNg
ThE SpOTLighT ON
CONSErvATiON iSSuES.
Our iNDuSTry CAN hELp
AuSTrALiANS rEALiSE
ThAT Our NATurAL
ASSETS ArE TOO
prECiOuS TO LOSE."
Jamie and her husband and Co-founder,
Sebastian ‘Base’ Jones are committed to
ensuring that doesn’t happen.

focus on the positive stories, particularly
the resilience of the bush, and the simple
actions we can take to help save it.”

Jamie – with a degree in sustainable
development - and Base – a geologist established Salt and Bush in 2020. They
guide small-group nature explorations
by kayak and on foot. Along the way,
they talk science and conservation issues
– and their guests come away with a new
perspective on the region’s significance.

The couple leads by example, having
lived self-sufficiently on their sailboat,
and they’re deeply involved in the Peel
environmental community. Jamie teaches
environmental living courses and sits
on the management board of local
environmental organisations.

The couple were working as naturalist
guides on expedition cruise ships when
COVID hit, and they found themselves
back home in Perth. They’d seen
astonishing wildlife around the world,
but discovered that they were just as
awed by the native flora and fauna they
found near home.
“We have birds that migrate here
from Siberia; we have orchids that play
tricks on their pollinators; we have
Thrombolites that represent some of
the oldest life forms on earth; we have
three different rivers just ten minutes
from town; we have 80 per cent of the
world’s carnivorous plants and so many
birds, wildflowers and mammals. There’s
incredible diversity - and it’s all so
accessible,” says Jamie.
“We spark people’s wonder, then
it’s a natural segue to talking about
conservation issues: in that moment,
people are more open to the hard
conversations. At the same time, seeing
this thriving ecosystem inspires hope: we
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She founded a social enterprise,
partially funded by the business, to run
community eco-workshops and a kids’
nature club to help foster connection
to the natural world. In recognition of
her contributions, Jamie was awarded
Fremantle’s Citizen of the Year.
“It’s really satisfying to see the ripple
effect of locals learning about – and
taking pride in - their own backyard, and
making changes in their own lives.
“Tourism is a fantastic vehicle for putting
the spotlight on conservation issues. Our
industry can help Australians realise that
our natural assets are too precious to lose.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Jamie Van Jones
Co-Founder
Salt and Bush Eco Tours
+61 414 174 415
hello@saltandbush.com.au
saltandbush.com.au
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Jason Cummings

CEO Woodlands and Wetlands Trust | Mulligans Flat Woodland Sanctuary

When the new Visitor Centre at
Mulligans Flat Woodland Sanctuary
opens, it will be a portal to a different
realm, where native animals - such as
the Eastern Bettong, which has been
extinct on mainland Australia for 100
years – thrive in Box Gum woodland that
is flourishing as it would have before
European settlement.

Jason Cummings is CEO of the Woodlands
and Wetlands Trust, the not-for-profit
organisation which manages Mulligans
Flat in partnership with the ACT
Government. He sees this urban
proximity and accessibility as key to
fostering community engagement in
conservation and to disseminating
positive conservation messages.

Remarkably - unlike similar wildlife
sanctuaries, which are usually in remote
and inaccessible locations – Mulligans
Flat sits at the very edge of Canberra
suburbia: so close, in fact, that the
resident endangered Bush Stone-curlews
fly the fence at night to forage by the
light of the nearby suburban streetlights.

“Our local community takes pride in
having this amazing habitat and healthy
ecosystem of endangered animals in
their backyard. Where else can you see
echidnas on your daily walk?” he asks.
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The 1200-hectare Sanctuary was
established as a re-wilding experiment

"We’ve had every
Federal environment
minister visit us, and
We’ve Found that the
best lobbyists are the
animals themselves
– it’s hard to resist a
baby bettong!"

"Our TOuriSm
OffEriNg rAiSES fuNDS
fOr CONSErvATiON
prOgrAmS AND
uNDErpiNS COmmuNiTy
ENgAgEmENT ThrOugh
TELLiNg pOSiTivE
CONSErvATiON STOriES."

and to provide a safe haven for some
of Australia’s critically endangered and
vulnerable native flora and fauna.

Mulligans Flat’s leadership role in nature
interpretation, and professionalism in
providing visitor experiences.

University for lectures; we’ll cater to
school groups and tailor our messaging
to different audiences.”

It is Australia’s largest remaining area of
Yellow Box and Blakely’s Red Gum grassy
woodland in the conservation estate
– and it’s free and open to the public.
Gates in the predator-proof perimeter
fence allow 24-hour public recreational
access, and kilometres of walking and
cycling trails are frequented by local
residents and visitors from further
afield. There are also guided twilight
and nocturnal tours, an App for selfguided experiences, and volunteer and
sponsorship opportunities.

“As you enter, the Sanctuary will open
out before you. There will be a café;
meeting rooms; an education centre and
we’ll be able to hold functions for 100
people. Visitors will be able to interact
with some of our hand-reared bettong
and bandicoot ‘ambassadors’ in their
natural environment.”

“We aim to inspire visitors with a story
of hope and possibility, showing them
what can be achieved in conserving our
landscape and how they can contribute
as individuals and organisations. They’ll
leave with knowledge of real-world
conservation issues and outcomes - and
we’ll develop a cohort of supporters
and advocates.”

Mulligans Flat already has
numerous significant conservation
wins to its credit, including successful
re-introduction programs for the Eastern
Bettong and Eastern Quoll, both of which
were locally extinct. Both species are
now being re-introduced into fox and
cat-free environments across the country
and there is a pipeline of re-introduction
programs for other endangered fauna.
Jason sees the opening of the
multi-function visitor centre – to be
called Wildbark - as consolidating
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“It will take visitor engagement to
another level, allowing many more people
to experience endangered species in
their natural woodland environment.
The community will have direct and easy
access to the research going on in
the Sanctuary.”
Jason sees Mulligans Flat’s future as a
leader in conservation communications
and partnership development, inspiring
engagement through research
and advocacy.
“Our tourism offering raises funds for
conservation programs and underpins
community engagement through telling
positive conservation stories. We’ll
partner with the Australian National

“Our message is that we, as a nation,
can choose to do more to support our
biodiversity. Ultimately, I’d love to see
healthy populations of our vulnerable
native species spread throughout
the landscape, re-colonising
Australia’s bushland.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Jason Cummings
Chief Executive Officer
Woodlands & Wetlands Trust
+61 428 460 004
gm@woodlandsandwetlands.org.au
mulligansflat.org.au
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Jo hearn

Co-Owner | Restdown Wines and Jungle Lane Beef Co.

When Don Hearn was a boy, the wetlands
on his family’s farm near Echuca on
the NSW-Victoria border were a dry,
dusty, weed-infested creek bed most
of the time, referred to as ‘the swamp’,
as they only flooded in extreme
rain events. During the Millennium
drought, Don and his wife, Jo set about
regenerating the wetlands as a mental
health project.

to beable to use the wetlands for
well-managed grazing if necessary.
They planted over 1000 trees and
constructed earthworks to divert excess
irrigation water to mimic the natural
seasonal capacity. Today, the ephemeral
wetlands are thriving.

“We had to believe we could save the
property and do something positive and
progressive with the land,” explains Jo.

“The frogs are going nuts and there’s
massive biodiversity of plants and
animals. And we’ve proven our philosophy
that conservation and agriculture can
co-exist and be mutually beneficial.”

They partnered with the philanthropic
Murray Darling Wetlands Working Group,
tapping into scientific expertise, but
suggesting they’d like the option

That philosophy extends across the
Hearns’ award-winning Restdown winery
and Jungle Lane beef cattle farm, which
have been certified Organic since 2016.
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"We’re a micro Winery
With relatively high
production coStS and
the Wine induStry iS
a tough Space. Being
organic haS created
a point of difference,
a niche for uS in the
market. It’S Been the
making of uS."

experience in France - where she learned
to appreciate the ‘eat local and seasonal’
approach to food - and formal studies in
wine-making in developing the Restdown
‘micro winery’ and cellar door experience.
“Our wines are made and stored in a
cellar cut into the hillside, which needs
no artificial temperature control. Our
share platters feature organic homemade
and local fare – fresh, simple, wholesome
food - with a gourmet twist!”
Jo and Don connected with other
local producers and tourism operators
and created the Backroads Trail,
developing tours and attracting
additional visitors. Guided and
self-guided tours of the wetlands
are now a drawcard in their own right.
“Don has become quite the storyteller.
We’ve installed interpretive signage
that contains a lot of information, and
we’ve discovered Aboriginal heritage
sites including hearths, a canoe tree
and evidence of ancient aquaculture.”

“During the drought, we started
phasing out artificial fertilisers to
reduce costs. Don approaches farming
as a ‘conversation with nature’ – he’s a
keen observer of the seasons and how
the land responds – and he decided to
follow his instincts.”
A bewildering, severe health crisis
set the pair more determinedly on the
biodynamic and organic, sustainable
path. Jo drew on her formative

“We’ve collaborated with local First
Nations people to identify traditional
medicinal and nutritional plants.
There’s also the pastoral history and
the natural history. Finally, the wetlands
get to have their voice.”
“Our philosophy really resonates
with visitors because it’s a story of
hope: farmers are often portrayed as
environmental vandals, but visitors see
that it’s possible to farm sustainably
and simultaneously conserve nature
and history – and that we farmers are
ethical, big-hearted, and passionate
about caring for our land!”

"Our phiLOSOphy
rEALLy rESONATES
wiTh viSiTOrS
bECAuSE iT’S A STOry
Of hOpE: fArmErS
ArE OfTEN pOrTrAyED
AS ENvirONmENTAL
vANDALS, buT viSiTOrS
SEE ThAT iT’S pOSSibLE
TO fArm SuSTAiNAbLy
AND SimuLTANEOuSLy
CONSErvE NATurE
AND hiSTOry – AND
ThAT wE fArmErS ArE
EThiCAL, big-hEArTED,
AND pASSiONATE AbOuT
CAriNg fOr Our LAND!"
“Increasingly, people are looking to spend
their money on products that align with
their personal values: many more people
want to live ‘clean and green’. Our visitors
often continue as on-line customers long
after their initial visit, becoming part of
the Restdown family.”
The Hearns have now placed a covenant
on the wetlands, protecting them in
perpetuity, recognising that natural
biodiversity is vital for agriculture.
“Sticking to our philosophy and instincts
has been a game changer for us. It’s been
exhausting at times – it’s no walk in the
park – but it’s been such a rewarding and
life-fulfilling experience.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Jo Hearn
Owner & Winemaker
Restdown Wines
+61 3 5489 7221
jo@restdown.com.au
restdown.com.au
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John daw

Joint Founder and Executive Officer | Australian Wildlife Journeys

The impact and success of Australian
Wildlife Journeys lies in the power of
collaboration: in the sharing of expertise,
values, data and determination to raise
the bar for wildlife tourism in Australia.
Australian Wildlife Journeys is a not-forprofit alliance comprising more than a
dozen mostly family-run wildlife tour
operators around Australia that set the
benchmark for quality wildlife guiding in
their respective regions. Each provides an
interpretive experience of ‘wildlife in the
wild’ – either marine or terrestrial - with
a fundamental aim of creating a better
future for Australia’s wildlife.
“Up to now, the sustainability
conversation has been about
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‘maintenance’, but our biodiversity
has been degraded so much, we see
it as our duty as nature tourism
operators to make a positive impact,
focussing on rehabilitation and
regeneration of our natural assets,”
says Joint Founder and Executive
Officer, John Daw.
“While conservation education is
now an expected part of any wildlife
tourism experience, we now need to
ask, ‘What’s next? What action can I
personally take? How do we add value to
natural areas?’. Collectively, we aim to
provide some tangible answers through
citizen science and wildlife atlassing
activities on every one of our tours.”

"while conServation
education iS now
an expected part of
any wildlife touriSm
experience, we now
need to aSk, ‘what’S
next? what action
can I perSonally take?
how do we add value
to natural areaS?"

"We’ve seen that
there’s clearly an
appetite among
travellers for getting
actively involved
in conservation
activities and I believe
this Will increase as
people look for Ways
to create a positive
impact, particularly
in off-setting the
impact of air travel."

Conservation activities can form a small
part, or a major focus of the tailored
tours offered by the AWJ members,
ranging from 30 minutes to several days;
from assisting in bird counts or koala
and whale identification to planting
trees, noxious weed removal or
beach clean-ups.
“With the advent of new technology such
as the iNaturalist app, we have a golden
opportunity to actively involve guests
and staff in meaningful data collection.
We work closely with research groups
and land management authorities such
as National Parks to identify priorities
and fill resources gaps: our guides and
guests – our citizen scientists – are
on the ground every day, collecting
measurements over time, which those
authorities often have limited resources
to do. Our impact is tangible: we can see
how our efforts are influencing public
policy around conserving natural areas.”
Coming full circle, the benefits also
extend to the guests’ experience, as
the guides’ knowledge, tracking and
interpretive skills improve through
utilising the interactive scientific
technology and guests feel very

personally connected to the places
they visit.
“We’ve seen that there’s clearly an
appetite among travellers for getting
actively involved in conservation
activities and I believe this will increase
as people look for ways to create a
positive impact, particularly in
off-setting the impact of air travel.”
The establishment of Australian Wildlife
Journeys has, for the first time, enabled
travellers to confidently stitch together
a diverse, country-wide, wildlife-focused
itinerary, with like-minded specialist
operators. It has also provided a new
platform for members to promote their
conservation stories, raise the profile of
authentic Australian wildlife encounters,
and to collaborate on developing a
Code of Practice related specifically to
Australian wildlife.
“We aim to provide ethical leadership in
the wildlife tourism sector and, through
constant innovation and collaboration,
continue to improve standards
and experiences across the board.
Ultimately, we’ll have done our job when
incorporating regeneration activities into
nature tours becomes the norm.”
“Individually, we’re small fry in the
tourism sector, but together we can have
a profound effect on the sustainability
narrative and future direction of wildlife
tourism in Australia.”

contact detaIls:
John Daw
Executive Officer
Australian Wildlife Journeys
+61 438 454 259
john@australianwildlifejourneys.com
australianwildlifejourneys.com
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Kristie Kearney

Founder, Owner, Guide | Wolgan Valley Eco Tours

Within the million hectares of the
Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage
Area – hidden in plain sight near
the city of Lithgow – lies Wolgan
Valley. It features towering sandstone
escarpments, caves and canyons and
is as spectacular as its world-famous
neighbours at Katoomba and Blackheath,
yet it sees only a fraction of the
number of visitors.
“We’ll be ‘discovered’ eventually, but we’d
like to see a different development model
for this pristine bush wilderness: one
that prioritises environment and
community over just profit and growth,”
says Kristie Kearney, Founder of Wolgan
Valley Eco Tours.
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Kristie has joined with other residents
and businesses in the Valley – which has
a population of 70 - to form the Wolgan
Valley Association. It’s collaborating
with the Lithgow City Council and
destination tourism bodies in developing
a sustainable tourism plan for the region.
“Two thirds of the Lithgow City Council
Area lies within the World Heritage
Area. We’re taking responsibility for our
future, ensuring that the environment is
protected and the community respected.”
Tourism is in its infancy in the Lithgow
region. When Kristie founded Wolgan
Valley Eco Tours in 2016, the only other
tours were vehicle-based, ex-Sydney.

"Guests absolutely
love beinG involved:
they feel liKe they’re
part of the solution,
rather than just a
passenGer, all while
learninG more
about australia’s
amazinG wildlife."

"I hOpE ThAT ThE wOrk
I DO NOw prOviDES
ThE fOuNDATiON fOr
EmErgiNg SuSTAiNAbLE
TOuriSm OpErATOrS TO
fLOuriSh AND prOSpEr
iN ThE fuTurE. my gOAL
iS fOr LiThgOw TO bE
iNSTANTLy rECOgNiSED
AS AN OuTSTANDiNg
ECOTOuriSm
DESTiNATiON."

With tertiary qualifications in Ecosystem
Management and Cultural Heritage,
18 years in tourism and as the only
Advanced Ecotourism Accredited operator
in the area, Kristie found herself in the
position of trailblazer.

actions – they pick up the simple ‘leave
no trace’ principles that underpin our
operation, and carry them forward.”

“I worked as a guide for six years with
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley - a
world leader in luxury conservation
tourism - where I saw how the highest
standards of nature tourism experiences
were managed. When I saw an
opportunity to provide the same nature
experience and level of service to the
broader public, those conservation values
formed the foundation of my business.”

“I’ve had tremendous support from the
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley team
and other long-standing ecotourism
operators, both locally and around the
country. By sharing what I’ve learned
with the Wolgan Valley Association, local
government and other stakeholders, and
leading by example, I hope we can change
the direction for destination and tourism
planning in the Lithgow region.”

Wolgan Valley Eco Tours offers guided
historical walking tours and wildlife
encounters, with Kristie’s local knowledge
adding a deeper dimension to the small
group experiences. An over-arching
Environmental Management Plan governs
every aspect of the operation, ensuring
minimal impact on the World
Heritage environment.

“I hope that the work I do now provides
the foundation for emerging sustainable
tourism operators to flourish and prosper
in the future. My goal is for the Lithgow
region to be instantly recognised as an
outstanding ecotourism destination.”

The tours include citizen science
activities, such as recording data on
Bare-nosed Wombats, which are battling
sarcoptic mange, a debilitating disease
that has no cure. The data is uploaded
to the University of Western Sydney’s
WOMSAT database, which allows
researchers to monitor the disease and
allocate resources more effectively.
“Guests absolutely love being involved:
they feel like they’re part of the solution,
rather than just a passenger, all while
learning more about Australia’s
amazing wildlife.”
“Learning about the conservation issues
encourages people to consider their own
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‘Paying it forward’ is a pillar of the
company ethos.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Kristie Kearney
Owner & Founder
Wolgan Valley Eco Tours
+61 439 464 660
info@wolganvalleyecotours.com.au
wolganvalleyecotours.com.au

touRism AustRAliA
SustainabilitystoRytelleRs
Robin wickens
Head Chef | Royal Mail Hotel

The Royal Mail Hotel is the centre-piece
in a network of community ties that
forms its own sustainable ecosystem
around the township of Dunkeld, at
the foot of the Grampians in
south-western Victoria.
In September 2013, the strength of
community and the opportunity to
push the bounds of sustainability and
creativity attracted renowned chef, Robin
Wickens to take the helm of the hotel’s
two-hatted restaurant, which now
bears his name.
“Back then, restaurant kitchen gardens
were limited sources of garnishes and a
few specialty products. The Royal Mail
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Hotel has the biggest restaurant kitchen
garden in Australia, and it’s completely
organic. My question was, ‘how
self-sufficient could we become?’ ”
explains Robin.
The five-acre kitchen garden now
supplies around 80 per cent of the
needs for the hotel’s two restaurants,
with additional produce sourced from
local farmers.
“We have to change the menu
regularly, often at short notice, to
utilise what is – or isn’t - coming from
the garden. It’s a huge challenge, and
one that would confound a lot of
conventional restaurants.”

"HAving tHe cApAcity
to invest in tHe long
teRm fRom seed
to plAte – And tHe
cHAllenge of utilising
tHe Results - is A
continuAl cHAllenge
– And mAssively
RewARding."

"You can’t work
here and fake it:
sustainabilitY is
keY, and our team is
passionate about it.
that passion is verY
obvious to our guests,
and significantlY
enhances our
reputation and
thus our business’s
sustainabilitY. It’s all
tied together."

Guests staying at the Royal Mail can
take chef-led guided tours of the garden
each morning, where they learn about
varietals, organic farming principles –
and see what they’ll be eating for dinner.
“People are really surprised by what
a massive undertaking it is: the huge
quantities and varieties involved, and
the effort that goes into producing their
meals. It gives them an understanding
of the importance of sustainable food
production – from using our homedesigned fertiliser made from leftover
fish frames; to composting and waste
management; to minimising ‘food miles’.
They gain a greater appreciation – and
enjoyment – of their evening meal, and
it adds another element to the
restaurant experience.”
“I want people to be more comfortable
in asking businesses in all industries the
hard questions around sustainability
– and holding them to account. We’re
happy to answer guests’ questions
because we’re confident we can back
up our claims.”
The Royal Mail Hotel is owned by the
Dunkeld Pastoral Company (DPC), whose
founders infuse their sustainability vision
across the company’s diverse businesses
and conservation programs.
“Most of the 600 residents of Dunkeld
township are connected in some way to
the DPC – it’s a tight-knit community, and

contact detaIls:
MEAGAN GATE
Marketing & Communications Manager
Royal Mail Hotel
+61 416 233 218
mgate@royalmail.com.au
royalmail.com.au
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environmental and social sustainability
are part of its fabric. We support one
another in whatever way we can.”
That support includes inviting school
groups to tour the kitchen garden;
employing hotel staff locally; and
sponsoring community
sports associations.
Robin works closely with DPC’s local beef
and lamb farmers, refining the choice of
breeds and cuts, and processing all the
meat on-site – a calf to plate operation.
“The hotel is a regional drawcard, but we
actively nurture other local businesses.
For example, rather than offering
breakfast at the hotel, we refer guests
to the café in town, recognising that our
business’s sustainability is dependent on
other businesses in the community.”
“Workforce sustainability is always an
issue in regional hospitality. We’re three
hours from Melbourne, but most of our
staff have been with us for four or five
years. There are two reasons for that: a
unique, ethical work environment, and
being a part of this community.”
Robin hasn’t found the answer to his
initial question – yet.
“We’re constantly discussing
improvements. It’s a company where
no idea is too crazy. Come and try our
bananas, grown in the Grampians!”

touriSm auStralia
SustainabilityStorytellerS
Dr Sally Sherwen

Director | Wildlife Conservation and Science, Zoos Victoria

In her role as Director, Wildlife
Conservation and Science at Zoos
Victoria, Dr Sally Sherwen sees
conservation as a social issue
as much as a biological one.
Within the Zoo’s conservation agenda,
Sally’s job is to be across the latest
science - not just animal biology and
conservation, but social science and
psychology - and to use the sciences
there into shape visitor-animal
interactions and conservation messaging.
“At the heart of what we do, we recognise
that humanity’s existence depends
on a healthy environment. Tapping
into people’s sense of awe and wonder
and their innate need to connect with

nature is our way of inspiring action on
conservation issues,” she explains.
“Layering social sciences over natural
sciences allows us to reimagine what’s
possible, and we come up with new ways
of doing things.”
Whereas once animals were displayed in
zoos for human entertainment, habitats
are now designed to allow the animals
to not just survive, but to thrive and live
a good life. At the same time, human
visitors are able to better appreciate the
animals when they see them in a more
respectful enclosure.
Across its three properties – Melbourne
Zoo, Werribee Open Range Zoo and

"habitatS are now
DeSigneD to allow the
animalS to not juSt
Survive, but to thrive
anD live a gooD life. at
the Same time, human
viSitorS are able to
better appreciate the
animalS when they
See them in a more
reSpectful encloSure."

Photo: Zoos Victoria
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"…humanity’s
existence depends on a
healthy environment.
tapping into people’s
sense of awe and
wonder and their
innate need to connect
with nature is our way
of inspiring action on
conservation issues."

Photo: Zoos Victoria

Healesville Sanctuary - Zoos Victoria
operates more captive breeding and
recovery programs than any other
Australian organisation. Its guiding
principle is, ‘No Victorian terrestrial
species will go extinct on our watch’.
The aim is to become the world leader in
zoo-based conservation and the Zoo is
already playing a leading role in advocacy
for wildlife and wild places.
In addition to bringing awareness to
international conservation causes, Zoos
Victoria has programs for twenty-seven
native species, including the Eastern
Barred Bandicoot which, following a
decades-long captive breeding and
recovery program, has been successfully
reintroduced and is thriving in three
wild island populations and fenced sites
on mainland Australia, allowing it to be
reclassified from ‘Extinct in the Wild’
to ‘Endangered’.
“Good science can drive social
movements and even change the
trajectory of species in decline,”
says Sally, citing the example of
the joint Zoos Victoria and Phillip
Island Nature Parks ‘When Balloons Fly,
Seabirds Die’ campaign.
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Research showed that balloons are the
single deadliest item of marine debris
when swallowed by seabirds.
“We enlisted our best advocate army
– families and school kids – for a fun
campaign to replace party balloons with
bubble blowers outdoors. They embraced
the concept wholeheartedly, and the
campaign’s success played a significant
role in balloon releases recently
being banned in Victoria under the
Environmental Protection Act.”
The ‘When Balloons Fly, Seabirds Die’
campaign is part of Zoos Victoria’s
Fighting Extinction schools program,
which operates in 43 per cent of
Victorian schools. One hundred and sixty
schools, businesses and councils have
declared themselves balloon-free
through the campaign.
“Communication is key to conservation
success. Many people think that
‘conservation’ and combatting climate
change is up to scientists and feel
hopeless to do anything themselves. We
flip that thinking to show that everyone
has a role to play, and we empower our
community with knowledge so they can

take effective action. When people are
given the right information, research
has shown they want to make
ethical choices.”
“Our goal is to change the ‘western’
mode of thinking from anthropo-centric
– where humans see themselves as
separate to nature - to eco-centric,
where we see ourselves as part of nature.
If we can re-frame that relationship,
I believe we will see game-changing
advances in conservation.”

contact detaIls:
Zoos Victoria LEAP
+61 3 9340 2763
zvconsultancy@zoo.org.au
zoo.org.au/leap/

touriSm auStralia
SustainabilityStorytellerS
Scott Saddler am

Executive Branch Manager | National Arboretum Canberra

Scott Saddler is responsible for the
welfare of 44 000 precious trees: the
‘100 forests and 100 gardens’ of the
National Arboretum, Canberra. Each
forest on the 250ha site is a monoculture
of an endangered, symbolic or rare
species from around the world. It’s the
only monocultural arboretum of its
size, and is globally important from
biodiversity conservation and scientific
research perspectives.
“The trees are like kids: each one has
a different personality,” says Scott,
Executive Branch Manager of the
Arboretum, referring to the challenges
of raising healthy trees in Canberra’s
extreme climate, which sees an annual
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temperature differential of 55
degrees Celsius.
A Wiradjuri man, Scott has a talent for
nurturing both trees and kids. In 2020,
he was appointed a Member of the Order
of Australia for his work in supporting
and mentoring Indigenous youth over
nearly three decades. He’s committed to
reconciliation through collaboration and
has been instrumental in introducing
programs at the Arboretum that embrace
Aboriginal and Torres Straits Islander
culture and heritage.
“When I arrived at the Arboretum
in 2014, there was nothing
Aboriginal here.”

"If you love a
particular SpecieS
of tree, you can come
and immerSe yourSelf
in Several thouSand
of them! the more we
get people into the
foreStS, the more they
love them and want to
protect them."

"I tell my staff at the
arboretum, this is a
once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to leave
a 200 year legacy.
our aboriginal
heritage extends back
thousands of years.
We need to apply
the same attitude to
sustainability looking
forWard."

There is now a Bush Tucker garden
with over 4,000 indigenous plants
traditionally used by Ngunnawal people
for medicinal, culinary and cultural
purposes. It features a dedicated
basket-weaving area where visitors
can have a relaxed interaction with
‘Ngunnawal women’ with ‘Aboriginal
women’. Smoking ceremonies and
dances are also staged regularly.
Ngala Tours recently introduced several
experiences with Indigenous guides that
explore Indigenous plant use; connection
and care for country; basket weaving and
traditional culture.
Scott – who’s a trained horticulturalist
and water management specialist - has
also introduced landmark sustainability
initiatives like state-of-the-art smart
sensor soil moisture management. Used
on trees for the first time, it results in
efficient water usage in Canberra’s dry
and variable environment. The National
Bonsai Collection Australia, housed at
the Arboretum, now includes 30 per cent
Australian natives – another first. There
are demonstration gardens where visitors
can learn to grow sustainable gardens,
and on-going collaborative scientific
research projects.
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The Arboretum features award-winning
architecture and 20km of multi-purpose
trails that enable visitors to access and
learn about 87 of the forests and gardens
across the site.
“If you love a particular species of tree,
you can come and immerse yourself in
several thousand of them! The more often
we get people walking the forests, the
more they love them and want to
protect them.”
“I tell my staff at the Arboretum, this is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to leave a
200 year legacy. Our Aboriginal heritage
extends back thousands of years.

We need to apply the same attitude to
sustainability looking forward.
“And the same way we’re looking after
the trees for the future, we need to be
working for future generations.
“We get 40 000 kids a year from all
around Australia (over 140 000 school
students since opening) – over 750 000
visitors a year, in total. Some of them
have never heard an Aboriginal person
speak. We talk about life, trees, bush
tucker…I say to them, ‘don’t be shy to
ask questions. What is it you want to
know about my Aboriginality?’. They’ll
get a candid answer and that builds
understanding. The path to reconciliation
is through these conversations.”

contact detaIls:
Scott Saddler AM
Executive Branch Manager
National Arboretum Canberra and Stromlo Forest Park
+61 2 6205 4056
scott.saddler@act.gov.au
www.nationalarboretum.act.gov.au

touriSm AuStrAliA
SustainabilityStorytellerS
Seton Prettejohn

Director | Thala Beach Nature Reserve

Looking back on two decades of
continuous operation, servicing over
600,000 guests and diners, Seton
Prettejohn, Director of Thala Beach
Nature Reserve, knows his family’s focus
on environmental sustainability has
been crucial to the business’s longevity.
When Seton’s parents, Rob and Oonagh
purchased the land where Thala Beach
is now located in the early 1970s, it was
a degraded 58-hectare sugar plantation
with some remnant, rare Littoral Vine
Forest along its two kilometres of
private-access beach.
Ahead of his time, Rob saw the tourism
potential of conserving and rehabilitating
the property, which is situated between
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the twin World Heritage Areas of the
Wet Tropics and the Great Barrier Reef.
Foreseeing the desirability of
a nature-based counterpoint to the
tourism infrastructure of nearby
Cairns and Port Douglas, Rob built
85 sustainably-constructed, luxury
bungalows amidst the rainforest,
planted a coconut plantation and
set about revegetating the remaining
40 per cent of the property.
“All the plantings were carefully
researched and sourced locally to try
to replicate local native forest. Even
the pool surrounds are based on local
waterfalls,” says Seton.

"over the lASt
decAde, we’ve Seen
eco-touriSm SliP
from the fringeS
into the mAinStreAm
conSciouSneSS:
gueStS wAnt leSS
‘glitz’ And more ‘green’
– they’re Seeking
exPerienceS thAt Are
more Symbiotic
with nAture."

"GrowinG up, I’d
see the natural
beauty we took for
Granted throuGh
the astonished eyes
of Guests who’d
travelled here from
half-way around the
world. they’d leave
with memories of
profound moments
of connection with
nature as lastinG
souvenirs."

Today, the rainforest is layered,
complex and self-sustaining, with greatly
increased biodiversity, including 194 bird
species and many more mammals
and reptiles.
“In the early days, ‘eco-tourism’ wasn’t
really a term you could take to market
and it was a battle to differentiate
ourselves within the luxury sector – after
all, our main building didn’t have walls,
much less air-conditioning! But over the
last decade, we’ve seen eco-tourism slip
from the fringes into the mainstream
consciousness: guests want less ‘glitz’
and more ‘green’ – they’re seeking
experiences that are more symbiotic
with nature.”
“Whereas once we wouldn’t have
promoted our sustainability ethos,
travellers are now more engaged, and ask
questions about our architectural design
for passive cooling; our sustainable
water and waste practices; or our
property-to-plate food project that
sees seasonal produce from our land
featured on our menu.”
Guests also appreciate the tight-knit
community that has grown around the
family-owned business.

“We aim to source our staff locally,
tapping into local knowledge rather
than relying on previous hospitality
experience. We provide training and a
platform for them to share their passion
with guests. Our Head Gardener, Brett
Kelly is a case in point: he has been
inspiring guests with his amazing
knowledge of plants for over 20 years.”
The family has also drawn on Indigenous
knowledge in regenerating the property
and offers guests opportunities to spend
time with local Kuku Yulangi Aboriginal
Elders in informal settings.
Thala Beach has been recognised
nationally and globally for its
pioneering ecotourism practices and
is eco-accredited at the highest levels.
Ironically, its success has even influenced
a tipping point in public policy.
“The local Shire Council recently cited
us as an ecotourism flagship in their
bid for destination eco-accreditation,”
says Seton.
“In the future, I believe travellers will be
even more receptive to experiencing the
natural world. Our natural assets are our
greatest asset: the key to our survival.”

contact detaIls:
Seton Prettejohn
Director
Thala Beach Nature Reserve
+61 7 4098 5700
seton@thalabeach.com.au
thalabeach.com.au
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TouriSm auSTralia
SustainabilitySToryTellerS
Tara Howell

Co-Owner | Blue Derby Pod Rides

Tara and Steve Howell, founders
of Blue Derby Pods Ride, are – literally
– trailblazers, establishing Australia’s
first luxury mountain-biking experience
within the globally-renowned Blue Derby
Mountain Bike trail network in Tasmania.
They’re also representative of a new
generation of tourism operators who
see sustainable business practices
as non-negotiable.
“When we started our business,
‘sustainability’ wasn’t even a decision: it’s
who we are and how we live. I think our
generation sees it as irresponsible not to
operate sustainably,” says Tara, 31.
With the lightest possible touch on
the environment, the couple built four
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architect-designed sleeping ‘pods’
around a central hub, where gourmet
meals featuring local produce are served.
From this base, they offer three and
four-day adventures exploring the
surrounding trail network, immersing
guests in the ‘brutal natural beauty’
of north-east Tasmania.
In their previous corporate lives,
they’d live for weekend wilderness
adventures – but rather than roughing it,
they’d pack brie and baguettes and stay
in stylish accommodation.
“It was fun, and the best memories are
of being in that state of ‘flow’: those
moments of clarity you get when you’re
close to nature, out of your comfort zone

"we live and breaTHe
our SuSTainable
valueS – and THaT
inTegriTy HaS been a
major aTTracTion boTH
for our gueSTS and for
our incredible STaff,
wHo are pivoTal To our
SucceSS."

"ThE mOrE CONNECTED
I bECOmE TO ThiS
LAND AND DEEpEN my
kNOwLEDgE, ThE mOrE
I wANT OThErS TO, TOO.
wE’rE AT ThE viSuAL
AND viSCErAL EDgE Of
CLimATE ChANgE hErE:
wE’rE wiTNESSiNg ThE
ChAiN Of ExTiNCTiONS iN
rEAL TimE."

– and totally focused. It’s those
moments where you realise, this is
what life’s about!”
Inspired by Tasmanian nature tourism
pioneer, Ken Latona and with four years
as a bushwalking guide under her boots,
Tara and Steve wanted to bring their
style of luxury adventures and personal
values to their business.
“Our goal is to inspire a global
community of flow-seekers. It’s in those
moments of clarity and connection – of
flow – that great ideas, creativity and
change happen.”
“Our Experience Leaders are tasked with
creating bespoke opportunities for ‘flow’
for individual guests: the challenges we
present may be big or small, but they’re
intentional. They may range from a guest
tackling a single-track they never thought
possible; tasting the local peanut butter
that uses crickets for crunch; to sleeping
within the curved walls of our beautiful
pods, where there are no mirrors or
power-points and they’re encouraged
to look out at the incredible landscape,
rather than at a device.”
Derby was a depressed former tin mining
town before local government had the
vision to establish the Blue Derby Trail

network. Recognising the potential of
the area’s natural beauty, combined with
‘hero’ soil ideal for trails, and sustainable
track management plans, Tara and Steve
worked alongside Council to develop the
Blue Derby Pods Ride experience.
“It’s benefitted the local community – not
just financially, but it has stirred local
pride and confidence. When we started,
the locals were blown away that we’d
consider building luxury
accommodation here.”
But in a classic case of ‘build it and
they will come’, Blue Derby Trails is now
globally renowned and the town has seen
a positive economic turnaround.
“We live and breathe our sustainable
values – and that integrity has been a
major attraction both for our guests and
for our incredible staff, who are pivotal
to our success.”
“We don’t push the ‘eco’ message, but
at every touch-point, guests see our
sustainable choices. As they experience
being close to nature and the sense of
flow, we hope they’re inspired to change
their own lives. And it happens: our staff
see those life-defining moments over
and over again.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Tara Howell
Co-Owner
Blue Derby Pods Ride
+61 400 316 849
experience@bluederbypodsride.com.au
bluederbypodsride.com.au
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TouriSm auSTralia
SustainabilitySToryTellerS
Tom Falzon

Managing Director | Earth Sanctuary

The Falzon family – brothers Tom,
Ben and Dan, father Joey and mother
Roz - have been putting sustainable
living theory into practice since
establishing Earth Sanctuary on a red
desert dune outside Alice Springs over
20 years ago. They’re self-confessed
guinea pigs in their own sustainability
experiment – and they’ve invited the
world in to watch.
“It started as a concept, asking the
question, ‘what does it take to live
sustainably on this planet?’. We created
a 100-acre sanctuary where people could
come and meet our family, hear how
we went about living sustainably – and
hopefully be inspired and empowered to
change their own lives. Our family’s story
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became part of the program,” reflects
Managing Director, Tom.
The family built aesthetically beautiful,
fully sustainable geodesic dome homes
on site - and invited visitors to see
inside. The business has evolved to
encompass interactive displays on
sustainable living technologies, as
well as award-winning educational
programs and adventure tours
promoting local ecology, astronomy
and Aboriginal culture to school
children. There are two amphitheatres;
a campground; a large ‘shed’ where
dinner presentations are staged and
where the largest publicly accessible
space observatory in the NT is housed.
In addition, all three brothers work as

"We can’T Tackle
climaTe change unTil
We learn To poSiTion
The challengeS aS
opporTuniTieS: The
biggeST hurdle iS
human behaviour and
pSychology."

"WE TALk AbOuT
ThE impOrTANCE Of
CONNECTiON TO ThE
LAND AND TO OThEr
pEOpLE AND AbOuT ThE
ANCiENT, SuSTAiNAbLE
CuLTurE Of ThE firST
AuSTrALiANS. buT
WE ALSO TALk AbOuT
ThE INDigENOuS
hEALTh prEDiCAmENT
WE WiTNESS AS
pArAmEDiCS – AbOuT
WhAT hAppENS WhEN
CuLTurE brEAkS DOWN."

paramedics in the local Alice
Springs community.
Powered by wind and sun, in 2000 Earth
Sanctuary was one of the first hospitality
venues in Australia to become carbon
neutral and continues today in the
ongoing development and education of
innovations and technologies in energy,
water, shelter, food, utilities
and wellbeing.
“There’s a belief that living sustainably
means sacrifice – that we have to stop
living the ‘good life’ - but we can’t
tackle climate change until we see the
challenges as amazing opportunities.
Our whole philosophy is about human
health and well-being. If you live more
sustainably - simplify your life - you
reduce your cost of living, reduce stress,
improve your relationships and gain a
better work/life balance.”
Taking advantage of some of the darkest
night skies on Earth, the Falzons offer
a range of astronomy tours – including
a Sunset to Sunrise experience where
guests sleep in swags under the stars.
“We explore the night sky accompanied
by a narrative that interweaves ancient
cultural world views and the latest
science. Looking through the deep sky
telescope, you appreciate the magnitude
of the universe and our place in it. It
makes you realise how good we have it

here on our little blue planet – and how
we need to look after it,” says Tom, who’s
studying for a Masters in Astronomy.
“Astronomy connects us to something
humans have done for thousands of years:
sitting around a fire, sharing a meal, a
laugh - and telling stories. Throughout
history, humans have embedded stories
in the night sky – it’s a unifying archive
of knowledge across cultures.”
“Here in the desert, nothing is familiar:
visitors are completely disconnected
from ‘normal’ life – they’re more open
to ideas and conversations. In that
moment of feeling connected both to
human tradition and nature, of being
immersed in living sustainably, people
see that ‘less’ is ‘more’.”
“Tourism is the front line for introducing
people to the natural world. Operators
have a huge opportunity to play a key
role in shaping the future. We must
clearly connect the tourism experience to
reducing our collective carbon footprint
and preserving nature and culture. We
are past the ‘concept’ stage of how to
live sustainably. We’ve gone beyond the
tipping point of ‘acceptance’. We need
action. We have to get on with it.”
“Our single focus is the UN goal of
net-zero emissions by 2050: how do
we reach it and how can we help
others to get there.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Tom Falzon
Managing Director
Earth Sanctuary
+61 8 8953 6161
office@earth-sanctuary.com.au
earth-sanctuary.com.au
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Tourism ausTralia
SustainabilitysToryTellers
Tony sharley

Managing Director and Guide | Murray River Trails

The Murray-Darling Basin sprawls over
a million square kilometres and produces
a third of Australia’s food supply. It
encompasses Ramsar wetlands of
international importance; oxbow lakes;
ancient red gum forests; dramatic cliffs; a
vast delta - and remains one of the most
natural river drainage systems on Earth.
Tony Sharley grew up fishing and
boating on the Murray in South Australia.
He’s been a water scientist; a water
policy maker; managed an innovative
environmental wine brand, and been
the GM for the regional tourism board.
In 2016, he founded Murray River Walk
- one of the Great Walks of Australia
based aboard a luxurious, five-room,
environmentally sustainable houseboat.
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On multi-day voyages along one of the
most beautiful sections of the river, there
are daily guided forays on foot, while fine
dining on board features local produce
and wine, including farmed species that
also live in the river, such as Murray Cod.
“Increasingly, guests want an immersive,
multi-dimensional experience: they have
a desire to learn – in depth – about the
history, culture, geography and politics
of a destination,” says Tony.
“We offer serenity laced with natural
beauty, good food – and, above all,
amazing stories.”
“Over a fish dinner we might talk about
the recovery of wild populations of

"We can’T keep
ausTralia in a
compleTely naTural
sTaTe and supporT
a populaTion of 25
million people. BuT
We can manage our
naTural resources
To alloW naTural
processes To occur."

"WE’vE prOvEN
ThAT ThE rEvENuE
gENErATED SprEADS
WiDELy ThrOughOuT
COmmuNiTiES: 60 pEr
CENT Of Our iNCOmE
iS DiSTribuTED AmONg
LOCAL SuppLiErS,
ENAbLiNg ThEm TO
grOW, DivErSify
AND prODuCE
prEmium prODuCT."

Murray Cod. On walks, we tell the river’s
story using visual cues in the landscape
such as a flood mark, chest-high on
a Red Gum trunk. It helps people to
imagine what the floodplain would have
looked like and to understand water
management issues: there used to be
an overbank spill every second year, on
average. Now it’s one year in 10.”
Understanding the river’s ecology and
politics is an important part of the
backstory of the region - and of
Australia, he says.
“Many people don’t realise that every
one of the major rivers in the Murray
catchment is now dammed for agriculture
and irrigation schemes. Those dams high
in the headwaters prevent the natural,
seasonal overbank spills downriver that
sustain the health of the river system and
all the life that depends on it.”
“I’m not against irrigation – in fact I sing
the praises of our irrigators, they’re the
most efficient water managers on Earth
– but the river cannot sustain the current
levels of 70 to 80 per cent extraction.”
“Fish rely on seasonal flooding to breed;
trees need a regular deep drink…we’re
eroding our natural capital. As a scientist,

I can say that the river is on the brink of
collapse, but its DNA is still intact – it can
recover, but we must act now to redress
the balance.”
Tony believes that tourism can be part
of the solution.
“The tourism economy already outstrips
the Murray Basin irrigation economy by
20 per cent. From the headwaters to the
sea; from the Alps to the Coorong, if we
can nurture the rich natural resources
of the Murray and share more water
with the environment, we can create
incredible ecotourism experiences and
thousands of jobs – without destroying
the landscape through over-development
or over-extraction of water.”
“We’ve proven that the revenue
generated through tourism spreads
widely throughout communities: 60 per
cent of our income is distributed among
local suppliers, enabling them to grow,
diversify and produce premium product.”
Understanding comes slowly but
surely for guests, says Tony. “By dinner
on night three, they just get it. They have
a massive respect for the Murray and
leave as passionate advocates for
its restoration.”

CONTACT DETAILS:
Tony Sharley
Managing Director
Murray River Trails
+61 418 808 475
tony@murrayrivertrails.com.au
murrayrivertrails.com.au
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